
3) FAST & FAST-forge: 
Field Assisted Sintering Technology is a solid-state technique for
consolidating powders that uses a unique combination of load and
electric current to generate heat and activate diffusion processes
to bond adjacent particles together.

1) CHALLENGE:
Urgent need for cost-effective materials with
improved performance and reduced weight to
enhance technologies that will help attain ‘Net Zero’
targets and tackle the climate emergency.

2) BACKGROUND:
 Titanium (Ti) alloys have exceptional properties, but

manufacturing them is complex and resource intensive

 The associated cost makes Ti alloys prohibitively expensive for
most sectors; limiting use to applications where performance
takes precedence over price, e.g., aerospace

 75-95% of material often machined away when manufacturing
aerospace components

 This generates vast quantities
of “swarf” that is often treated
as a low-value waste product,
despite its exceptionally high
embodied energy

4) OPPORTUNITY:
Can waste titanium alloy swarf
be recycled as an abundant
and truly low-cost feedstock
for FAST and FAST‐forge?

5) HIGHLIGHTS:
 Defined Ti alloy swarf

characteristics for successful FAST
consolidation; sufficient feedstock
cleanliness enables large tolerance
for size, morphology, and chemistry

 Optimised FAST processing
conditions to produce fully dense Ti
alloy samples, microstructurally
equivalent to conventional high-
cost commercial material

 Developed initial economic
assessment indicating potentially
significant cost reduction from
conventional Ti alloy components

 Showcased scalability and industrial
relevance through production of
automotive engine components
with increasing manufacturing and
performance complexity

 Confirmed sufficient strength and
fatigue properties through engine
testing

 FAST processes Ti alloy powders into simple shapes[1]

 FAST-forge combines FAST with subsequent hot forging to
produce near-net-shape components with improved properties[2]

 Cost-effective manufacturing potential via reduced time and/or
lower temperature (no melting) material processing → savings
for titanium alloys are negated by extreme price of commercially
available powders

This would unlock their
unrealised potential in
enabling a step‐change in
the cost of titanium alloy
components with excellent
mechanical properties.

FAST and FAST-forge are viable routes for 
closed-loop recycling of low-value aerospace 

waste to enable sustainable production 
of cost-effective components for 

automotive applications.

This is game-changing for the economics of titanium alloy
components across the wider advanced manufacturing sectors.
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